
 

 

 
 

Course name: 

Interdisciplinary Seminar VI 

Credit: 1 unit Instructor: 

Full-time Instructor 

Offering format: 

  Joint offering 

Term: 

3rd year 1st semester, 

3rd year 2nd semester 

Class format: 

 Seminar (practicum) 

 

Lecture format: 

Research guidance by all supervisors 

Media (partial) 

Course theme and objectives: 

 

Students will be required to formalize the writing of their doctoral dissertation based on their original research results 

in their specialized field. They are expected to acquire the capability to convey the significance and content of their 

dissertation with policy makers and experts not only in the same field, but also in other disciplines. 

 

Course outline: 

 

Students will be required to complete their doctoral dissertation. Using the opportunities to report the content of their 

doctoral dissertation at seminars held under a triplet research supervision scheme (one principal supervisor and two 

assistant supervisors), students will complete their dissertation by going through the cycle of writing the draft, reporting 

and receiving comment from faculty members and research laboratory members, and revising (including additional 

research/experiments). 

Course Plan: 

 

Seminars will be held through coordination by the principal supervisor with the assistant supervisors, but more 

emphasis will be made on individual supervision by the principal supervisor. Assistant supervisors will attend the 

seminars as needed and give comments and advice in the conduct of the research. Although greater weight will be 

given to the writing and submission of their doctoral dissertation, students will also give reports as necessary at 

seminars in the research laboratory of the principal supervisor. Further, students will endeavor to improve the degree 

of completion of their doctoral dissertation by conducting additional research/experiments while incorporating the 

results of discussions in the seminars into their daily laboratory work and research activities. 

In the process of finalizing their doctoral dissertation, they will endeavor to enhance the competency and 

implementability of their doctoral dissertation by incorporating comments from the principal supervisor, research 

laboratory members, as well as the assistant supervisors. 

The principal supervisor or the assistant supervisors shall give advice and instruction from perspectives in the 

following research disciplines to facilitate the completion of the student’s doctoral dissertation. 

 

Tokyo University of Foreign Studies (TUFS) 

Shinichi Takeuchi: Area studies, African studies, international relations, conflict 

 

Chikako Nakayama: Global studies, socioeconomics, socioeconomic thought, economic history, economic 



 

 

 
 

anthropology 

 

Hyoduk Lee: Cultural studies, studies of culture and representation, postcolonialism 

 

Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology (TUAT) 

Atsushi Chitose: International agricultural development, agricultural development theory, agricultural economics, 

income disparity, poverty  

 

Yoshiro Nomura: Biological resources functional chemistry, collagen, keratin, functional food 

 

Hiroko Katori: Energy science, phase transition phenomena in magnetic materials, localized spin magnetism, itinerant 

electron magnetism 

 

Kazuhiko Misawa: Biomedical engineering, ultrafast photonics, ultrafast time-resolved spectral diffraction, nonlinear 

optics 

 

The University of Electro-Communications (UEC) 

Kayoko Yamamoto: Social systems engineering, spatial information science, urban and regional planning, GIS big 

data, environment and disaster prevention 

 

Tomonori Hashiyama: Intelligent information science, soft computing, human interface and interactions 

 

Hiroshi Yokoi: Measurement/control engineering, power-saving artificial arm, power-saving sensors, cybernetics, 

clinical applications 

 

Yoshiko Okada-Shudo: Optical engineering, optoelectronics, bioelectronics, nanophotonics 

Textbook: None in particular 

References, reference materials: None in particular 

Student evaluation: Overall evaluation will be made based on attendance to seminars, contribution to the class, etc. 

 

  


